
Over the Top Quilt and Design Order Form
(Please print and include with quilt)

Name: ____________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________________________

Quilt Description: ___________________________________________________________

Quilt Size: (width) x (length)___________________ = ___________________Total Square 
Inches

1. Type of Quilting (Check one)

Computerized Edge to Edge

[__] Basic Density (1.8 cents psi)          [__] Small Density (add 1 cent psi)            [__] Budget Friendly 1.4 
cent pattern

2. Batting (Check one)

[__] 100% cotton (96" wide)                 [__] 100% cotton (45" wide) 

[__] 80/20 cotton/poly (96" wide)                  [__] 80/20 cotton/poly (120" wide)

[__] 50/50 cotton/bamboo (96" wide)            [__] Provide your own

3. Backing (Check one)

[__] Provide your own

[__] Backing fabric chosen from website (108" wide) __________________

4. Thread (Check one)

Quilt Top:  [__] Specific Color:_______________________ [__] Match to quilt top    [__] Use a contrasting 
color

Backing:   [__] Specific Color:_______________________ [__] Match to backing     [__] Use a contrasting 
color

5. Desired Pattern: ___________________________________________

                                 [__] Pick for me
6. Quilt Cut and Squared (no charge, optional)    [__] yes  [__] no

7. Binding: (optional)

[__] sew to front of quilt (6 cents per running inch)     [__] sew to back and machine quilt to front (12 cents 
per running inch)

8. Special Instructions: 



Please include any information that might help me understand exactly what you want.

Over the Top cuts excess batting and backing from quilt after top stitching at no extra charge. All cut off 
remnants are returned to you when I ship or you pick up your quilt. If you would not like this service please 
let us know. People using minky or plush backings are subject to a 6 cent per running inch charge to 
stabilize edges after quilting and to prevent the backing from stretching.  At Over the Top I try my best to 
blend tucks, puckers, and stretched areas. Occasionally I will need to steam or make small folds in order for 
the quilt to lay flat and end up square.

Pricing
Follow these steps to estimate the cost of your quilt (psi = per square inch)

1. Calculate the area of your quilt.

Multiply width x length in inches. (example: a throw quilt measuring 50" x 60" is 3000 square inches)

2. Multiply the area of your quilt by the price per sqaure inch

(example: for a basic edge to edge quilting it would be $.018 psi or 3000 x 0.018= $54.00)
Pricing varies depending on the complexity or density of the quilting pattern chosen.
Edge to Edge................................... $0.014 - $0.025/psi depending on design and density

3. Add the cost of batting and/or backing

I use the shortest side of the quilt to measure out batting. 
example: for a quilt 50"x60" I would cut 55" of batting (five extra for quilting) so 55" divided by 40"(1 meter) =
1.4 meters.  
I return all extra batting and backing to the customer.

-100% cotton (96" wide) $15 per meter
-100% cotton (45" wide) $7 per meter
-80/20 cotton/poly (96" wide) $12 per meter
-50/50 cotton/bamboo (96" wide) $15 per meter 
-80/20 cotton/poly (120" wide) $15 per meter
-Backing (styles on website 108" wide) $18 per meter

5. Add optional binding charge.

Binding is offered at an additional charge. Customer provides fabric.
6 cents per running inch to sew on the front for you to hand stitch to the back.
12 cents per running inch for me to sew onto the back and machine quilt to the front of the quilt

6. Add costs of extra services you desire and surcharges:

Piecing your quilt backing - $10 per seam
Stabilizing the edge of finished quilt (mandatory for plush or minky backing). - 6 cents per running inch

7. Add optional shipping charges:

If your quilt needs to be shipped, you will be responsible to cover shipping fees/shipping insurance. There is 
no additonal charge for local pick up.  After your quilt is complete you will receive an email with payment 
infomation including return shipping fees. After the transaction is complete your quilt will be sent back to you 
to enjoy.

Shipping Address: Contact Information:
Serena Parasz (204) 996-6992 (text preferred)
email: overthetopquiltanddesign@gmail.com

Serena Parasz
Over the Top Quilt and Design
159 St. Andrews Rd. St. Andrews MB.  R1A 3G3


